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This paper endeavours to show that there is a correlation

between extra-sexual dimorphism among birds and their vulner-
ability to enemies. No attempt is made to account for this

correlation. However, in the light of this correlation, the more
important theories which have been put forward to account for

the presence of secondary sexual characters are briefly con-
sidered.

Collection of Material.

In collecting material for classification, works were selected in
which many facts were collected on broad lines and with no
particular object in view. References are given for all the
material used. The work from which by far the most material
was taken is ' The World's Birds/ by F. Finn. This is a small
volume, in which the families are briefly described in a syste-

matic manner under the headings —̂diagnosis, size, form, plumage,
young, nest, eggs, incubation, courtshijj, food, gait, flight, notes,

disposition and habits, economic qualities, captivity and dis-

tribution. A wealth of reliable information is here laid down
in a condensed manner, and is, therefore, at once available for
classification.

Apart from this work, descriptive monographs have been
chiefly consulted. Only families coiataining more than ten
species are considered, as it was thought that a lesser number
could not give a reliable picture of the characters of a family.

In oi^der to escape any misunderstanding, the factors to be
correlated must first be clearly defined. A species is said to
show extra-sexual dimorphism when there is a difference between
the somatic characters of male and female. Attention is usually
directed to differences in form and colour, but it must be remem-
bered that almost any chai-acter may show a difference. It is by
no means uncommon to find birds in which the form and colour-
ing of the sexes are identical, but it is quite rare to observe birds

* Communicated by the Seceetakt.
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the males and females of which are entirely alike in every respect
apart from their sexual and reproductive organs. Many, in
describing the Song- Thrush, remark "sexes alike," forgetting
the male's song ; nevertheless, it is necessary in a consideration
of this kind to accept the classifications of others.

Yulnerability to enemies is essentially a relative term. Un-
fortunately a classification of birds according to their vulnerability
to enemies has not been found. It follows "that this subject must
be considered in detail.

Birds are subject to attack from the air by hawks, whilst
feeding in trees from carnivorous mammals and reptiles, and
when on the ground from all three. It follows that birds
entirely aerial are more free from enemies than are arboreal or
terrestrial ones, and birds entirely arboreal more free tha.ii

terrestrial. All birds, with very few exceptions, are to some
extent aerial. Sea-birds must be almost as free from enemies as
aerial birds, as there is little evidence that they are preyed upon
by any aquatic animals ; and of sea-birds, the oceanic ones must
be especially free from enemies, as liawks are not found far from
land. The following table, compiled from Finn's ' World's Birds '

(see Table I.), sets out the families from this point of view, and
shows that birds relatively free from enemies present little

sexual diflterence, whereas those presenting great sexual differ-

ences are only to be found amongst terrestrial and arboreal
birds.

Table I,
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The subject may be approacliecl from otlier points of view.

Many birds are more or less free from enemies on account

of possessing powerful weapons of defence —either beaks,

talons, wings (e. g., swans), or legs (e. g., cassowaries). Sexual

dimorphism should be less commonly found among these birds

than among birds in general ; and such is the case, as shown

in Table II., only hornbills and toucans being to some extent

Table II.
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a severe bite can only be given when the finger is seized far back

in the bill : at the tip the leverage against the jaw-muscles must

be very great, and, unlike most long bills, they are unsuitable for

stabbing.

Table III.
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and should, therefore, present little secondary sexual differ-

entiation. This is shown to be the case in Table lY. In this

Table TV.
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alike, and perhaps the duck might be considered to he a non-
diver, but E. C. Stuart Baker in ' Indian Ducks ' says " it is a
most expert diver."

The Marbled Duck [Marmaronetta angustirostris) forms a like

exception, but has unusual habits, which to a large extent
protect it from enemies. It never goes ashore ; it remains
nearly always in rushes. The Andaman Teal {Nettion alhigulare)

is another, but this bird is an insular species and is said to be
entirely nocturnal.

However, examples more difficult to account for are to be
found

; for instance, the Whistling Ducks {Dendrocygna). These
birds have arboreal habits, and at a sign of danger take to the
trees. On the whole, therefore, although at first sight appa-
rently serious exceptions, on more detailed examination ducks
are found to fall into line with the rule that diving-birds exhibit

less secondary sexual difierences than non-divers.

Very few, if any, birds can entirely escape from hawks by
means of rapid flight (arboreal birds are to some extent free

from their attacks). Two of the favourite quarries of the
Eastern hawkers are teal and sand-grovise, among the most i-apid

fliers. There ai-e, however, a few birds which are able by
,

means of skilful dodging to evade the attacks of hawks —for

instance, the hoopoe, of which Finn says " it is easily able to

escape from hawks."

Table VI.
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Birds may avoid enemies in other ways ; there is little doubt
but that ill-flavour plays a part. Under the heading " Economic
Qualities," Finn, in the 'World's Birds,' mentions those birds

which form food for man, and this to some extent will separate

the well-flavoured from the ill-flavoured. This material is set

out in Table YI., which shows that secondary sexual dimoi-phism
is especially to be found among table-birds.

Birds may .also be said to avoid enemies by protective color-

ation. However, it is not possible to examine this aspect statis-

tically, because protective coloration often forms a part of sex

dimorphism, the female presenting this coloration and the male
not doing so. This is in itself, however, evidence that sex

dimorphism is in some way related to enemies.

Size. —Upon size must depend to some extent a species' vulner-

ability to enemies. Lai-ge birds are only open to the attack of

large carnivorous animals, whereas small birds are preyed upon
by both small and large. Large birds should, therefore, show
less secondary sexual dimorphism than medium-sized birds, and
these less than birds of small size. Finn describes the size of

birds by comparing them with well-known English ones —for

instance, of parrots he says "less than tit to that of an ordinary

fowl," of hornbills " from that of a hen turkey to that of a

pigeon." Birds thus used in description may be classified

into large, medium, and small, and, with this as a measure.
Table YII. has been compiled. Parrots would fall, therefore,

into all three columns, and hornbills into medium and lai'ge.

Table VII.

_ Large. Medium-sized.
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The table shows that 15 per cent, of large birds, 17 per cent,

of medium, and 15 per cent, of small often present sex differences.

In this respect there is little difi'erence, but of large birds

55 per cent., of medium-sized 43 per cent., of small 33 per cent,

present no sex difference. Examination horizontally also shows
that large birds less often present secondary sexual dimorphism
than the medium-sized or small birds.

Instead of studying birds as a whole, certain families, chosen

at random, have been examined by themselves with respect to

the question of size. In barbets, jacamars, puff-birds, wood-
peckers, and toucans the Tables III. and VIII. show that the

smaller species present the most secondary sexual dimorphism.
In bombills and kingfishers, however, this association is not

found, though the reverse does not hold.

Other families show the effect of size without any detailed

analysis; for instance, in the Anatidfe swans and geese present

little or no sex difference, and in the Falconida? it is only the

smaller species which show any sex difference.

On the whole, theiefore, the consideration of size appears to

support the thesis.

Table VIII.
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Table IX.
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Song, another secondary sexual character, was also treated in

the same way, and clearly substantiates the former finding, as is

shown in Table XI.

Table XI.
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the case of passerine birds, powerful species are only to be found

amongst those showing no sex dimorphism, e. g., crows, drongoes,

shrikes. Swallows, which are aerial birds, present little or no
sex dimorphism,

The classification of sexual dimorphism chosen for analysis

refers almost entirely to sexual dimorphism of colour ; neverthe-

less, it will be advantageous to consider briefly other secondary
sexual differences —song and precopulator}^ displays.

As regards song, this character is frequently to be found in

birds presenting no sex difl:erences in colour and form, but which,

nevertheless, do not appear to be especially free from the attack

of enemies —for instance, among warblers, American warblers,

wrens, cuckoos, larks, pigeons ; whilst among birds not lia.ble to

attack, song-birds are very uncommon, if not entirely absent.

It thus appears that this dimorphic character is coi-related to

vulnerability to enemies, and accounts for some of those cases

of birds presenting little or no sexual dimorphism of form or

colour, but which are yet liaV)le to the attack of enemies.

Prexoj)ulatory displays^ or the displays of courtship, is another
secondary sexual character open to investigation. Here, again,

birds showing little or no display are birds not liable to attack,

whereas birds showing great display are especially liable to attack.

In the 'World's Birds,' under the heading "Courtship," sexual

displays are briefly described in 25 of the 50 families under con-

sideration. In the case of 19 of the 25 the usual actions aie

described : against diurnal birds of prey there is the remark
" never seen the disjDlay," divers " said to be on the wing,"

horn bills " little known "; whilst against bustards "very elaborate,"

game-birds " elaborate," cranes " verj'' elaborate." Ci'anes, then,

form an exception, for they possess weapons of defence. Never-

theless, certain factors might lead one to suspect that they

are not entirely free from attack ; they are terrestrial birds, they

are excellent-eating (their food being mostly vegetables, seeds,

etc.), and in the East they are a favourite quarry of the hawker
;

they are also usually not sociable during the breeding-season,

and, lastly, in most species both sexes take equal part in the

displays, so that in truth they do not present secondary sexual

dimorphism in this respect.

It is very fortunate that cranes needed this detailed consideia-

tion at the end of the examination, which has covered a great

deal of material, as it is easy to draw attention to the fact that

this is almost the only occasion (ducks also) when such treatment

became necessary.

Summing up, it may be said that for certain reasons —namely,

because of aerial, aquatic, and oceanic habits, possession of defen-

sive and offensive weapons, of diving-habits, of ill-flavour to man,
of large size, of insular habitat, of social disposition, of carni-

vorous habits —certain birds must be relatively free from the

attacks of enemies ; and it has been shown that these bii-ds

present less secondary sexual dimorphism than birds which for
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other reasons —namely, possession of terrestrial and arboreal

habits, of no defensive weapons, of non-diving habits, of no ill-

flavour to man, of small size, of continental habitat, of solitary

disposition, and of non-carnivorous habits —have been considered

to be relatively liable to the attack of enemies. These two
factors thus appear to be correlated, but it is obvious that, though
great sexual dimorphism is only to be found amongst birds liable

to attack, nevertheless the converse does not hold, for some
birds which do not appear to possess any special characters

which would protect them from atta,ck, none the less fail to

present any secondary sexual dimorphism, e.g. ibises, mound-
birds, mouse-birds, rollei'S, barbets, and coursers.

Conclusions may be briefly stated :

—

(1) Among birds specially liable to the attack of enemies,

secondary sexual dimorphism is chiefly to be observed.

(2) Among birds not specially liable to attack of enemies,

secondary sexual dimorphism is i-arely found.

(3) In both cases, birds presenting no sexual differences are

repi'esented , but much more commonl}^ in bii'ds more or

less free from attack of enemies.

Having come to these conclusions, it will not be out of place

to examine briefly the more important theories put forward to

account for secondary sexiial dimoi'phism, in order to discover

whether any of them be substantiated or not.

Exuberance of Vital Energy in Males. —Wallace, in ' Tropical

Nature,' believed that natural selection could account for second-

ary sexual dimorphism, by supposing that only the strongest and
most virile males gained mates, and that these mates thus came
to possess an excess of vital energy which became manifest in

bright plumes, etc. If this be so, it is difficult to see the reason

Avhy birds vulnei'al)le to enemies should be specially picked out.

One would think that it would be dangerous for these birds to

make themselves thus conspicuous, and would have anticipated

that birds not liable to attack could have done so with more
impunity.

Sexual Selection (D-a^vwin., 'Tfescent of Man'). —The argument
used above applies similarly against Darwin's theory, which in

no way can account for the correlation under examination. One
would have thought that female selection would have had fi'eer

play among birds more or less free from enemies than among
birds frequently subiect to their attack.

Nesting -Habits Theory (Wallace and othei's). —It has been noted

that birds liable to the attack of enemies, and making open nests,

more frequently present secondary sexual dimoiphism than birds

making closed nests. If, however, birds liable to the attack of

enemies more often present secondary sexual dimorphism than
birds in general, then it follows that birds making open nests,

and also liable to the attack of enemies, must do likewise.

It is thus obviously necessarv to decide which is the more
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important coi-relating factor —vulnerability to enemies or open-

nesting habits. Table XIII. deals with birds making open nests

and in no way helps to decide the point ; coui'sers, ibises, mouse-

birds, tinamous, touracous, pigeons, rails, shore-birds, according

to the " nesting-habit hypothesis," should present sex dimorphism,

but they also fail to fall into line with the other correlation.

Table XIII. (Open-nesting birds.)

Not especially liable to attack.
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mentioned tliat the Australian warblers (Malui'idfie) present great
sex difference (the males are amongst the most brilliant of birds),

and yet they make closed nests. They are small defenceless
birds, and so they not only form exceiations to the open-nesting
theory, but support the correlation under consideration.

Table XV. (Nesting-habits.)
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why some birds present great extra-sexual cliffereBce and others

little or none. The conclusions arrived at in this paper do not
appear to be explicable on this theory ; there seems to be no
reason, for instance, why birds especially subject to the attack of

enemies should be more katabolic than birds not especially so

subject.

The Mewhlian Theories. —Althougli the followers of Mendel
have carried out very important investigations with regard to

secondary sexual cliaracters, as far as I am aware, they have
made no attempt to account for the distribution of these charac-

ters in the animal kingdom.
The Hormone Theory (' Archiv f iir Entwicklungsraechanik,'

1908), J. T. Cunningham. —According to this theory, secondary
sexual chai-acters become established in the following manner :

—

As a result of certain mechanical and functional stimuli, conlined,

for instance, to the male, certain organs of the male take on new
characters : these are acquired characters. During their pro-

duction a specific hormone is produced, which stimulates the
corresponding determinant in the gametes and alters them in

such fashion that, during development, they reproduce the
acquired character ; but it also alters them in another diiection

—

it implants in them an ability to reproduce the acquired character

only in the presence of the male sexual hormone, In the absence
of the male sexual hormone, the character cannot develop : for

instance, if a stag be castrated the antlers cannot develop on
account of the absence of the male hormone —the character

i-emains dormant. Obviously the material here dealt with
applies only to the first part of the theory, that dealing with
mechanical and functional stimuli.

In the case of birds the functional stimuli, which call forth the

bright plumes of the males, are those associated with the display

of these ornaments during courtship, "the tail of the peacock

became brilliant and hyjoertrophied because it had been con-

stantly erected." The stimulus calling upon the male to display

seems, therefore, to be the deciding factor. Thus in order to

support this theory, it would be necessary to show that the males
of birds subject to enemies suffer more from such stimuli than
do those birds relativelj' not liable to be attacked.

Finally, it is necessary to point to the importance of the

correlation luider consideration with respect to the possibility of

it being able to account for the presence of secondary sexual

characters.

The activities of animals fall under three headings ;

—

(1) Those associated with the procuring of food.

(2) ,, ,,
escape from enemies.

(3) ,, ,,
reproduction.

It has usually been thought that the sexes bear the same
relation to the environment as regards the procuring of food and
the escape from enemies ; and therefore to account for secoiulary
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sexual characters, search has always been made in the repro-
ductive environment. But the correlation between secondary-

sexual dimorphism and vulnerability to enemies indicates that a
solution to the problem may possibly be found to be related to

the activities associated with the escape from enemies, and
especially if it could be show^n that the sexes do not bear the
same relation to the environment as regards escape from enemies.

The author has attempted to show elsewhere (' Controlled
Natural Selection,' 1914) the lines along which solution may
possibly lie.

Reference List of Birds.

Jacamars (Galbiilidse).

Kingfishers (Alcedinidie),

Motmots (Momotida?)-
Mouiid-birds (Megapodiidfe).
Mouse-birds (Coliidse).

Nig'htjars (Caprimulgidss)

.

Owls (Strigidfe).

Parrots (Psittacidse).

Passerine Birds (Passeridie).

Penguins (Spheniscidaj).

Petrels (Procellariidre).

Pigeons (Columbidie).
Putf-birds (Biiceonida^).

Rails (Rallidffi).

Rollers (Coraciidse).

Sand-Grouse (Petroclidse).

Shore-birds (Charadriidas)

.

Storks (Ciconiidse).

Swifts (CypselidEe).

Thick-knees (Gildicnemida;).

Tinamous (Tinamidfe).

Toucans (Rhamphastida?).
Touracous (MusophagidtF).
Trogons (Trogonidfe).

Woodpeckers (Picidse).
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